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Judicial Board nullifies candidacy following campaign rule violation
Alaina Zanin
Assistant News Editor
The Student Government Association's Judicial Board disqualified
Eric King from his election to the
office of president for an election
campaign rule violation during a
hearing Tuesday.
King, junior from Calhoun, Ky.,
was recently sworn in as SGA President on April 25.
He was accused of four campaign
violations, which were turned into
the Judicial Board by Reed Clapp,
sophomore from Mayfield, Ky., and
runner·up in the presidential election.
King said he plans to appeal the
decision. SGA and the University
have decided to keep King as SGA
president until the appeals process
is complete.
Coordinator of Student Activities
Jeanie Morgan said they are unsure
about how to proceed in this situation because this has never hap·
pened at Murray State before.
"John Rail, the university attorney,
i:; looking at everything," Morgan
:;aid. "Then he will be giving us a

recommendation
on ho.w to proceed with this situation. There b
nothing in writing that tells us
what procedures
to follow."
John Rail could
not he reached
for
comment.
King said he disagrees with the
~__ _ _ ___J Judicial
Board's
Eric King decision.
SGA
"I believe that
President-elect the
students
spoke by voting,"
King said. "Voting is a way people
voice their opinion and voice their
support. ln a system of democracy
we encourage people to vote and
support a particular person, candidate or idea. This ruling by the J·
board contradicts that system
entirely."
For three of the four accusations
against King. the Judicial Board
found King was not in violation of
campaign rules. Those three specifi·
cally included, sending a Facebook

University
honors
semor pa1r

..No campaign material
shall be taped, hung from,
or fastened to sidewalks,
building, or other
University structure."
message on election day, placing a
banner in a non-specified area, and
hanging flyers on the inside doors of
Clark College.
The fourth accusation involved
Rule 8G of the SGA election rules
and procedures, whlch states, "No
campaign material shall be taped,
hung from, or fastened to sidewalks,
building, or other University structures."
One of King's supporters and a
resident of Clark College, taped a
"Vote King" sign in his dorm room
window so passersby could view it.
King maintained that he did not tell
his supporter to hang the sign and
since it was on the inside of the
building, Rule SG did not apply.
Heforc the hearing. the SGA elcc-

tions ways and
means committee
wrote a collective
opinion on aU of
the accusations.
Wes
Hunt,
freshman
from
Marion, Ky., who ~11111111._,;;_....
served as proxy
chairman,
presented the opinion to the Judicial
Board.
"With regard to
the
accusation Reed Clapp
against Eric King
SGA
concerning 'Clark
Presidential
Window Posters,'
Candidate
although the university owns the windows and doors
of the residential colleges, in stewardship of the resident student, it
ought to be their right to express
themselves as they so choose, as the
doors and windows of the residential colleges are 'property' of the student for as long as they are a resident," the opinion stated.
Senior Jason Hinson from Cumberland City, Tenn., is the chair of
the SGA Judicial Board. He serves as

a facilitator for the Judicial Board
hearings, but does not have a vote.
He said the Judicial Board docs
not give the specific reasons for its
fmdings in any of its cases, they simply hand down their decision to the
parties involved.
Reed Clapp said he brought the
potential violations to the Judicial
Board because he felt all SGA rules
should be followed.
"I'm not really worried about (the
presidency)," Clapp said. "I turned it
in because I thought we have rules
and I thought this could be a violation. Rules are rules and we're supposed to follow them. If people
thought I was in violation. they have
the same opportunity to turn in stuff
against me."
Clapp and SGA Vice President
sophomore Derek Nance, from Murray, were also accused of a campaign
violation, which was brought to the
attention of the Judicial Board by
Hart College Head Ann Landini. One
of Clapp and Nance's fraternity
brothers sent an email on Black·
hoard to the residents of Hart Col-

see liNG, 3A
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Amanda Crider
Staff writer
The award's for Outstanding Senior Man
and Woman arc two of
the must prestigious
honors given each year
to a pair of Murray
State students - this
year is no exception.
Senior Jason Hinson,
from Cumberland City,
Tenn., was chosen as
the 2007 Outstanding
Senior Man.
"When 1 found out I
jumped up and down,
Elizabeth
and then instantly
Cawein
called my mom and Outstanding
she jumped up and senior woman
down," Hinson said.
"''m really glad no one was there to see
me."
Hinson said he believes he was selected because of his wide level of involvement on ,c ampus.
"I was a Greek, in t
honors program, and
SGA among o
things," Hinson said.
tried to cover all f:1cet
of campus.... All
organizations I wa
involved in get (
thing} back from thi
honor. I just look at i
as a culmination of
I've done while on cam
pus."
•
Senior
Elizabeth Jason Hinson
Cawein, from Bartlett, Outstanding
Tenn., was selected to senior man
be the 2007 Outstanding Woman.
"It seems like such a cliche to say it's
such an honor, but it really is," Cawein
said. "When you think of all the people
who could have been chosen, you start to
wonder if you deserve it, but I'm really
excited. I'm really looking forward to
MayU."
Assi:itant Vice President of Student
Affairs Mike Young said the selection
process for the Outstanding Senior Man
and Woman is very thorough.
"Each year, we have a committee that
selects the Who's Who students," Young
said. "The students who receive the
Who's Who arc the students who are submitted as candidates for the Outstanding
Senior Man and Woman. There is a com·
mittee of faculty from every college that
makes the selection."

see SENIORS, 3A
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Official reflects on inaugural year
Em.lly Wucbner
News Editor
Nearly a year ago. the Illinois State Superintendent was preparing for his first official visit
to Murray State.
Now, be is the University's 11th president,
but his move to Murray State was not instantaneous.
Because of obligations in Illinois, Dunn could
not start on campus full-time until January,
forcing him to spend a significant amount of
time traveling from Murray State to Illinois.
Dunn said he used the summer and fall to
meet individuals and become familiar with
campus programs and activities.
"I think that helped me a lot, once I finally
arrived, to be able to hlt the ground running
and get started with some things," Dunn said.
"So from that standpoint, it seemed like a long
transition but when you look at other presidents ... that four to six-month period is pretty
standard from when a person is named till the
start."
Dunn said the transition between jobs was
not as difficult as some may expect.
"In Tllinois I had pretty heavy political control
in terms of what I did," Dunn said. "I worked for
the governor, in a pretty close scrutiny. Whereas here, 1 have the freedom to determine for
myself, working in conjunclion with the Board
(of Regents) the directions we want to go and
the things we want to do. So it actuaJly made it

see PRESIDENT, 3A

photo illustration by Elaine Kight/The News

Top left Dunn joins the student pep band at a basketball oame last season. Top Rloht: Dunn introduces himself to Murray State at his forum in May, 2006. Bottomleft Dunn pre·
sents Outstandino Senior Man Jason Hinson with a olft from the University.
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News Editor: Emily- Wucbner
Assistant News Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-4468
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Hce beat
Thursday, April 26

(left) Dr. Vee (Bob Valentine, senior lecturer In journalism and mass communication) and Dr. Trey (Bob
•McGaUCJhey, professor of journalism and mass communicators) perform a comedy act at the Stables
:Monday evening. Valentine Is also the College Head of Elizabeth Colle(Je.

12:01 a.m. Murray State Police
arrested Erin Gidcumb, nonstudent from Murray, at the Sid
Easley Alumni Center for a second offense of driving under the
influence, speeding. possession
of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia.
9:29 a.m. A caller from Hester
College reported an elevator
stuck on the first floor with students inside. Facilities Manage·
mcnt was advised.
IO:IS a.m. The residence director of Regents College reported
the smell of smoke coming from
an elevator. The frre alarm was
activated. The Murray Fire
Department, Facilities Management and Central Plant were
advised. No smoke or fire was
located. An officer took a report.
3:10 p.m A caller from Facilities
Management reported a theft of a
label maker. Officers responded
to another call and Facilities
Management informed Public
Safety they would follow up in
the morning. An ,officer took a
report.
10:10 p.m A fire alarm in Clark
College was activated. A bulb
was going out in a light fixture on
the second floor lobby. The
building was cleared by the Murray Fire Department. Central
Plant was advised. An electrical
shop is ftxing the light fixture. An
officer took a report.

:Students, community
:invited to drop-off day

Preparations for spring
commencem ent progress

1:52 a.m. Two officers respond-

: The next recycling drop-off will be Sat: urday from 8 a.m. to noon at North Farm.
: Items collected will be cardboard, alu: minum, No. 1 and 2 plastic bottles and
paper.
: North Farm is on North 16th Street
: about L5 miles north of Highway UlN.
! For more information, contact Dean
! Stutesman at 809-3183 or the Student
: Recycling Coordinators at 809-6304.

The graduation meeting for students
participating in commencement will be
held at 12:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
Regional Special Events Center.
Commencement will be at 10 a.m. May
U in the Regional Special Events Center.

•'

The Midnight Breakfast will be held
Sunday from 9:30 p.m. to midnight.
Cost is $3. Students may also use their
meal plans.
Administrators will serve breakfast
foods including eggs. potatoes and
sausage. Door prizes will also be awarded
during the-breakfast.

Elaine Kight!The NI:'WS

.

: Faculty, staff may attend
; University budget forum
1

Murray State faculty and staff are invit: ed to attend a budget forum Tuesday in
J the Curris Center Theater.
• During the forum, University President
, Randy Dunn, Vice President for Finance
and Administrative Services T om Den'~ ton, and Budget Director Carl Prestfeldt
will review the general outline of the flSf cal year 2008 budget. .
J The administrators will also discuss
priority spending and answer questions.

Food Services, dining hall
hold midnight breakfast

f

i

,•

Alaina Zanin. assistant news editor,
compiles Campus Briefly. If you would like
to submit information for Campus Briefly,
phone 809·4480 or e-mail thenews@
murraystate.edu.

Friday, April27
ed to a noise complaint in Hester
College. The residence director
opened the door and no one was
in the room. The RD turned
down the stereo. An officer took
a report.
3:02 p.m. A caller from Clark
College reported drawings on the
literature in the residential col·
lege. A report was taken for crim·
inal mischief.
7:17 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported burned wood
found in front of one of the
doors. The Murray Fire Department and Central Plant were
advised. An officer took a report.
8:S3 p.m. A caller from the intramural fields reported a soccer
bag with a wallet missing. An
officer took -a report for theft of
less than $300.

Saturday, April 28
ll:l3 a.m. A caller from Hamil·

ton Field reported that a white
pit bull tried to bite a child in the
Hamilton parking lot. The caller
reported the owner, controlled
the dog and left.
3:36 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Jamie A. Marshall, nonstudent from Murray,
for speeding on Ryan Street.
10:19 p.m. A caller from the
Springer College parking lot
reported the side mirror of a student's vehicle broken. An officer
took a report.
11:35 p.m. An officer at Elizabeth
College issued a citation to
Andrew Lauster, freshman from
Warsaw, Ind., for possession of
-alcohol by a minor. An officer
took a report.

Sunday, April29
12:40 a.m. A caller at Richmond
College reported an alcohol violation. An officer reported the
situation to the Housing Office.
1:04 p.m. A caller from College
Circle reported a tire in the parking lot. Central Plant was
advised.
8:36 p.m. A caller from Clark
College reported the ceiling
falling down in a third floor bath·
room. An emergency work order
was put in and Central Plant was
advised
ll:33 p.m. During a security
check an officer reported a missing padlock on one of the doors
at Racer Arena. Central Plant
was advised and sent someone
with a lock to secure the door.

Tuesday, May 1
12:36 a.m. A caller from Hart
CoHege reported a suspicious

subject in the front of the building. The student had been in the
college without being signed in
and had been banned from Hart
College. The subject left the area
An officer took a report.
11:39 a.m. A caller from Blackburn Science Building reported a
suspicious male subject asking
questions about chemicals stored
in the building. No contact was
made upon officer arrival
4:31 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety reported a student having
an argument with another student. An officer talked with the
student making the complaint.
The student did not want the
Murray State Police to take any
action. An officer took a report.
10:53 p.m . A caller from Vitello's
reported a large group of individuals were being disruptive. The
group was gone upon officer
arrival.

Monday, April30
3:59 a.m. An officer at West
Farm reported a horse was loose..
An officer located some workers
at the EXPO Center. who captured the horse.
12:33 p.m . A caller from the
Olive Street gate reported that
some students opened the gate
and left it open . An officer
secured the gate.
6:04 p .m. An officer at Waldrop
Drive checked on a vehicle
parked in the new parking lot.
The lot was not open for parking
and the owner moved the vehi·
cle.
8:26 p.m. Housing reported the
ceiling had fallen in a bathroom
on the third floor of Clark College. There was a water leak in
the ceiling. Central Plant was
advised.

Wednesday, May 2
4:20 a.m. An officer was out
with a subject who had a go-cart
on North 16 Street at Five Points.
An officer escorted the subject
back to the residence and the gocart was left at the intramural
fields.
1:07 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported subjects smoking marijuana. The subjects left
the building and an officer located the subjects.
10:53 p.m. A caller from Clark
College reported the ceiling
falling down in a third floor bathroom. An emergency work order
was put in and Central Plant was
advised
ll:33 p.m. During a security
check an officer reported a missing padlock on one of the doors
at Racer Arena. Central Plant
was advised and sent someone
with a lock to secure the door.
Motorist assists • 1
Racer escorts · 0
Arrests · 1

Alaina Zanin, assistant news editor, compiles Police Beat with
materials Public Safety provides.
All dispatched calls ore not listed.

DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
Our buyback program pays more SSS than ever!
You can net up to 71% of your money back.
We will buy books you bought from ANYWHERE!
Come by and check it out ...
9 a. m. - 6 p. m.
Monday - Friday during finals week

PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOK SPECIAL!!!
Order your books and Save Big with our
Guaranteed lowest prices on college textbooks . .. Period!

Bring us your fall schedule before May 11, 2007 to take advantage of our prepackaged
services and enter a chance to win your books * FREE for the Fall semester!
*

One of our lucky customers will win their textbooks FREE for the semester. Offer valid up to $300!

1303 Chestnut Street
753-8767
Call toll free:
1-800-BOOK-040
Save 30 - 50%
On used textbooks!

lea. I

~==~--- Chestnut

St. -- -
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*All Buyback prices are subject to inventory quota and condition of text
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From Pagel

From Pagel
"They're looking for students who have excelled
academically, contributed to
the school and the community and those who are very
active on campus, including
residential colleges. They
are looking for a well-rounded student."
Cawein said she and Hinson have already started

thinking about their commencement speeches.
"It's kind of a daunting
task because you're speaking
in front of thousands of people," Cawein said. "I was in
Sparks Hall the other day
and saw a picture of commencement. It didn't really
sink in until then how many
people will be there. It's

going to be extremely intimidating. When you're writing a graduation speech, you
don't want to include
cliches. I want to be unique
and interesting."
Hinson said he plans to
write his speech when classes dismiss for the semester.
"I'm going to do that during finals week," Hinson

lege during the election.
versity in Washington D.C.
The Judicial Board found Nance and
Cawein is working at JusClapp
were not in violation of the camtine Magazine in Memphis
paign
rules.
this summer and has been
In the hearing. the actual language of
accepted to Brunei Universithe election rules and procedures was
ty in london, England where
brought inro question by all parties
she plans to study contem'
involved.
porary music.
Clapp. King and Nance all agree the
Amanda Crider can be
rules need to be revised so they are not as
reached at amanda.crider
@murraystate.edu.
open to interpretation.
"I've talked with Eric and we talked
about going over all the rules with the
new people in SGA.'' Nance said. "We just
got elected so we're just getting the ball
rolling."
Jeanie Morgan said she believes in the
process of SGA, despite the recent prob·
semester, it really felt natural and it
Iems.
felt like the place 1 was suppose to
"I think it'.s a positive for student govbe."
ernment," Morgan said.
Likewise, getting used to campus
"It shows student government .has a
life was not difficult for Dunn.
working constitution and it protects aJI
"There's still a feel of a campus, of
students. All students have the right to
a community, unto itself and that to
me is the most compelling aspect of
question and have the right to the judicial
system. That is what student government
life on campus," Dunn said. ''It
makes our campus a very special
is all about. It teaches students how govplace."
ernment works."
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
Alaina Zanin can be reached at at
emily. wuchner@murraystate.edu.
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu

said. "There's been a lot of
sitting down and thinking
about it. I thlnk I'm going to
focus on the human spirit
and the human connectedness and how we are all one
unit."
After graduation, Hinson
plans to attend law school at
the University of Tenness<'c
Knoxville or American Uni·

PRESIDENT
From Pagel
much easier coming from the job r
had to this than if it had been the
other way around." ·
He said the most difficult portion
of his transition was before he even
arrived on campus.
"It was probably the anticipation
that was the toughest thing," Dunn
said.
He said one of his proudest
moments was working to ket.•p the
science complex going.
"As far as a campus-based under-

taking. we've been able to keep the
science complex under continuous
progress, kept the work going
there," Dunn said. "That was just a
very difficult undertaking to keep
that thing alive and breathing and
moving forward. The fact that we
' have been able to do that speaks for
a lot of p~!ople at the University
who have been working on it."
·
Though he has only been president for one year and has only been
on campus for five months, Dunn is

working hard to make his mark on
the University campus. Dunn participated in the Step Show and
served breakfast during the Midnight Brenkfast, but he said playing
with the pep band at a basketball
game was one of his most memorable experiences.
"I really felt like I was part of the
University community at that
point," Dunn said. ''Once students
were back on campus and the campus life started up for the spring

((he Wild YlasDberry
't'res <]olle collectlon in
Scrapbooklng has arrived!
• Bags
~~
476 Main Downtown
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.
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_
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753 0859
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wilarasp@murralj-k!:f.net
• Much Much More!
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'Window signs shouldn't be grounds for disqualification
1 .. ,_________

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
Recently elected SGA president Eric King
couldn't get too comfortable in the president's chair before a piece of paper and a few
strips of tape threatened to remove him from
office.
That's all it tooK for the SGA Judicia'C"Board
to rule against King on Tuesday, disqualifyil\i him from the election.
Pending an appeal with the University
Appeals Board, King still has his place in the
presidency, but the small infraction still
·jeopardizes his place in office.
The campaign rules are made and enforced
for a reas~n. but it should take more than
taping a piece of paper to a window to dis-

what do you think•••
Who should have the final say for SGA campaign violations?
"I think the president of the University."

qualify a candidate from an entire election especially since King originally received half
of the students' votes in the process. It is
obvious that the voting population supported
King by an overwhelming percentage.
This is why the Judicial Board should have
looked beyond the rules during its hearing
on Tuesday and taken the different facts into
consideration.
Election rule 8G states that "no campaign
material should be taped, hung from, or fastened to sidewalks, buildings, or other University structures.''
Translating this literally, King did violate
8G when the "Vote King'' sign was taped to
the Clark College window.
But taken into context, the judgment call

All students need individuality to succeed, find
happiness, completionat Murray State
In My
Opinion

Joey liliker ·South Fulton, Tenn.
freshman

"I think the Judicial Board should still be

in charge of it because it's student run."

Wanda Wilson • Paris, Tenn.
graduate student
Rockelle
Gray

"I kind of like the idea of it being ran by

students but maybe there should be more
input from the administration."

Sarah Martin • Louisville, Ky.
sophomore

Rockelle Gray
is the former
opinion editor for
The Murray State
News.

''I think it should be the Board of

Regents."

Jon Oliver • O'Fallon, Mo.
sophomore
Jim Burch/The News

the news
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E-mail: thenews®murraystate.edu

Fax: 809·3115
www.thenews.or9

made against King pushes the envelope of
what is really fair and what is not.
Pending King is granted his appeal to the
University Appeals Board, we hope the case
will be looked at from a new perspective and
what has actually happened is taken into
consideration.
There are many infractions that should
rightfully remove someone from office or
disqualify an individual fro~ an election, .but
taping paper to a window doesn't seem like
one of them.
If this matter is a final decision and a
closed case, then we encourage the SGA
Judicial Board to be more perceptive and
take more into consideration if this should
ever happen in the future.

When students begin their freshman year at Mur·
ray State, each brings his or her own history.
Whether they were a jock, cheerleader, loner or
goth in high school, each person's personality
makes up the environment at Murray State.
Some students come to the University wanting to
stay the same and others seek to change who they
are completely.
I was one of those people who wanted to stay the
same.
While some incoming freshmen come running to
Murray State as a refuge after a devastating high
school experience, I was very happy in high school.
I had friends I had known my whole life and I wa~
respected and well-known.
I quickly found out that college would be much
different. I was no longer recognized for being a
cheerleader or a well-rounded student. I was now a
four-digit Social Security number and a picture on a
Racercard.
In the first months, I found Murray State to be an
isolating place because I didn't know where I fit in.
I didn't want to be in a sorority or join any organizations too soon.
So, I ended up spending a lot of time in reflection
mode in the comforts of my bedroom.
What did I want this experience to be? What did
I want with my life? Who was l now?
All of these answers would be anSWl'rt'd, but 1
found that patience- a virtue I do not possess- was
the only cure.
After being at Murray State for a yl'ar and a half,
I broke down and called rnr mom and told her I was
not happy and I didn't know what I wanted to do.
While I wasn't second guessing my ability to
.,rraduate from Murray State, I knew r was in the
wrong field.
I began my collegiate career as a pre-law major. I
have always, and still do, loved studying the law,
but I knew that the life I wanted was not that of a
lawyer.

the news editorial board
Autumn Boaz
Editor in Chief • 809·68n
Emily Wuchner
News Editor • 809·4468
Jim Burch
Opinion Editor · 809·5873
Becky Pasklevich
ColleQe life Editor • 809·5871

So, I started reflecting on what I have always
liked to do. I love writing and talking to people and
hearing gossip.
All through high school. I wanted to be a news·
paper editor, so I decided to take a journalism class
.a nd figure out if I was still interested.
After the first day of class. I was hooked. I
chnnged my major to journalism and minored in
political science.
After taking two more journalism classes, I start·
ed working at The News as a news writer, then
copy editor and finally, opinion editor.
I have t'lcen the opinion editor since November
2005 and have loved writing my 'What Ir column. I
didn't always like getting negative letters and
phone calls or dealing with the infamous cartoons,
but they were all learning experiences.
As I prepare myself for both graduation and
motherhood, I have realized that my period of"confusion" was a growing-up experience that I will be
able to pass on to my child when he goes through
his different rights of passage.
Over the last few days, I pondered about what I
would write about as my last official commentary.
What advice could I give to incoming freshmen
who will pick up this paper over the summer?
What could I contribute to sophomores and
juniors about declaring majors?
My advice to anyone coming or leaving Murray
State is to use your past as a guide for the future,
but don't worry if you're afraid of the unknown.
Yes, we all have a pressure to figure out what
profession we want to pursue and it must be made
in a1 least four years, but that should not stop us
from trying to figure out who we are and taking our
time.
My last "What ir' would be - what if we wasted
fuur }'\!ars of our lives on a degree that made us mis·
erable?
Thankfully, 1 can reflect on Murray State as a
happy experience. and not one of regret.
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Tommy Dillard
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College has perks, but best is yet to come
In My
Opinion

Ellzabeth
Cawein
Elizabeth Cawein is
the former editor in
chieffor The
Murray State News.

When you graduate from high school,
your teachers and administrators try to
make it seem like some kind of intensely
significant occasion, like they have done all
they can do and they're throwing you out
into the big, bad world to make something
of yourself. It's the end of your childhood,
the beginning of adulthood and the
momentous day on which the rest of your
life begins.
Yeah, right.
There were kids who walked the stage
with me on May 24, 2003, who couldn't
conjugate a verb or balance a checkbook.
The only real world they were prepared
for was a show on MTV.
Needless to say, May 12, 2007, will be a
much different day. 1 will graduate alongside nurses and teachers, social workers,
future doctors and lawyers and even a few
damn good journalists - hundreds of people who have spent the last four or five or
six years toiling and studying for that piece
of paper, those footsteps across the RSEC
stage, the moments spent in cap and gown.
Now that is pretty intense.
And I'll be the first to admit - you could
play "Pomp and Circumstance" over the
loud speaker in a grocery store and I would

.-

get choked up in the produce aisle.
So perhaps it isn't such a stretch to
understand that I've been in one of those
nostalgic, reminiscent, best-four-years-ofour-lives kind of moods for the past few
weeks as the countdown to May 12 grows
ever shorter.
As the last few days seem to slip through
the cracks in my fmgers, I've been plagued
by that phrase - "the best four years of our
lives." When we were in high school there
were people and movies and characters on
"Saved By The Bell" trying to convince us
that those were the best four years of our
lives. I always knew that was a lie.
I couldn't drink, I couldn't vote, and I
couldn't get into R-rated movies - there
had to be a four-year chunk somewhere
down the line that would be better than
that.
I was holding out for college. I knew that
would be the pinnacle, the moment at
which the best four years of my life were
upon me. But now that I'm a little more
than a week away from the conclusion of
four years, I'd like to think there's still
something better out there.
OK, so there may not be another time in
my life when I can drink with abandon,

stay up all night without thinking twice,
take random road trips at the drop of a bat,
have a beer outside on a Monday afternoon
or enjoy freedoms of the press only college
journalists experience. But there will be
weddings and kids and houses and new
jobs and travel and adventures. And one
day, I'll be that feisty 80-year-old woman
who embarrasses her grandchildren with
inappropriate stories of booze and
debauchery from her collegiate days, all
while sipping from a flask of}obnny Walker.
For now, I'm going to abstain on the matter of declaring a specific best-four-years·
of-my-life. I'm going to miss this University. I'm going to miss this newsroom - I'll
miss late nights on deadline, trips to conferences, every victory and every crisis. I'll
miss my sorority sisters, the way the campus looks in the spring and midnight
breakfast. I'll miss the step show, All Campus Sing, the way the book stacks smell in
Waterfield.
I'll miss it, sure. But I'm holding out for
something even better. Something the past
four years have made possible through the
people and places and things I never
would've known if I hadn't been a Racer.

David Beckham's •iconic' soccer career far from over
In My ~Jq r · This summer, the United States is going
• • }2 J r to witness a major arrival in professional
OpiDIOn sports. Mr. Spice Man himself. David Beck-

Eric

Belmonte
Eric Belmonte is a
former ad designer
for The Murray
State News.

bam, has been traded from his club team in
Spain, Real Madrid, to a Major League Soccer team, the L.A. Galaxy, for a record deal
of $250 million over the course of five
years.
Where docs MLS plan on getting the
money? Not a clue. But I hope new soccer
fans sprout from Beckham's arrival to the
11-year-old league.
Is this move going to benefit U.S. soccer?
Only time will tell. If you ask someone who
knows a little about the sport, they'll probably tell you that David Beckham's time
bas passed, even for England's national
team.
They'll tell you his glory days were at
Manchester United and that's long gone. or
even that he's overrated.
Well I would've agreed with all that, too, Beckham celebrates after a goal.
after watching England's fallout in the determined to do whatever it takes to send
2006 World Cup, but lately I beg to differ. their British friend off on a high note.
He can still "bend it like Beckham," if
They play second-place Sevilla this
you will. This past weekend be helped Real weekend, who is only one point behind
Madrid beat Athletico Bilbao 4-1 with an Barca, and as of right now, Beckham is susassist on the opening goal, and he did it pended for this game due to an accumulafrom a spot that he's notorious for - a tion of yellow cards. There are only a few
direct free kick.
games left in the season, so all games must
It is also important to note that he just be a marked "W" if Beckham wants to
came back from a knee injury that side- leave with some silverware.
lined him for six weeks. Right now he is
Yeah. he's 32. Maybe that's when a proplaying a major role in bringing Real fessional footballer should start thinking
Madrid's season back to life after most crit- about hanging up the boots for good.
ics predicted they'd fmish mid-table, at
Beckham just wants to end his career on
best, this summer.
a higher note than if be were to quit now. I
Real Madrid has bounced back and is think he is determined to make the sport
only two points behind La Liga table- popular here in the United States and, to be
leader Barcelona. After a four-year stint at quite honest, this is very good timing on
Real Madrid, Beckham has no trophies to his part to make the move because the
show for it. This season might be his interest of soccer is growing right now.
chance to shine and his teammates are
We now have soccer-specific cable

Cartoonists
Wanted:
Fill out an
application at
The Murray
State News in
.111 Wilson
Hall

photo courtes)' of Time Magazine Online

channels like Fox Soccer Channel, GolTV
and even MLS Prime Time Thursdays on
ESPN. We didn't have that when I was
growing up. I hope having Becks play on
the same pitch with some of our boys, like
Landon Donovan and Eddie Johnson, will
help the U.S. mcn'.s national team as they
prepare for the 2010 World Cup. There is
also a rumor that the U.S. might be the
replacement host, in place of South Africa.
for the 2010 World Cup.
Maybe Beckham will start making ESPN
SportsCenter's Top Ten on a regular basis.
Like I said, only time will tell.
I challenge anyone who is reading this
right now, who hasn't given soccer a shot,
to watch David Beckham's debut with the
Galaxy this summer. Beckham's debut in
the United States is only two months away.
Hopefully. we'll all see a world icon who
is far from banging up the boots.

Do you measure up?

apologies to Seth McFarland, the late Charles Schulz, and the horrible stick frgure artist

1

Not every student
who attends Murray
State has the athletic
ability to play varsity
sports, and for some,
the sport of choice isn't
offered.
Students
who
excelled in football or
basketball in high
school might not make
the cut for the Racers,
or perhaps they are
just looking for a lower
level of competition.
Jim
How does the UniBurch
versiry cater to this situation? It organizes an
intramural league for students who want
to stay active and have some fun.
Makes sense. Almost every university
across the nation has a similar league for
athletes who want to compete outside the
varsity level.
But even the "just for fun" leagues must
have rules. That is completely under·
standable.
I do have to ask. however - at what
point do the rules become excessive?
Murray State Campus Recreation provides a list of rules and regulations for
intramural sports on campus. It opens
with a mission statement:
"Intramural sports are perhaps one of
the best methods of achieving both exercise and recreation. The intramural program at Murray State University is excellent. It is designed to offer competitive
and recreational sport opportunities to
participants with various skill levels. With
an underlying mission of 'something for
everyone,' it offers a wide range of competitive, physical activities to meet the
diverse interests of the students, faculty
and staff."
You can't argue with the ideology of
that. "Something for everyone" definitely
suggests a league where everyone gets to
play. and I'm not going to argue with that.
But after this joyous mission statement
are 10 overwhelming pages ·of laws and
judiciary commandments that cover anything from forfeits and disqualifications
to official protests and attendance policies.
I know that there must be rules, but
these may as well be carved into stone
tablets.
Between signing the roster, attending
mandatory meetings, providing referees,
receiving conduct grades and making sure
you aced every single detail along the
way, "something for everyone" slowly
becomes "something for those who never,
ever miss a formality."
That's because the smallest detail, the
smallest infringement against the rules,
even if accidental, could earn you and
your team a disqualification for a game or
an entire season.
Sometimes, even just a couple of letters
from the alphabet have insured students a
spot on the sideline.
Rustin Webster, .s enior from Wyoming,
Ill., played intramural football for Alpha
Sigma Phi fraternity in 2004.
Each student must check in before
games, matching their Racercards with
the name on the team roster.
Webster's name was spelled "Rustin
Weber" on the roster and he was not
allowed to play for that game, as if there
were another "Rustin Weber" running
around campus playing football that night.
The relentless rules of intramural
sports have even plagued some at The
Murray State News. Elaine Kight, photography editor for The News, couldn't
check into a game because Elaine is her
middle name and not the name that was
used on her team roster. When the checkin desk saw her first name, Rebecca, on
her Racercard, she was forced to sit out
that match.
I suppose 1 understand what the rules
are supposed to accomplish. The roster
prevents soccer teams from importing
kids from Brazil and softball teams from
adding Albert Pujols to the starting lineup
(I'm stereotyping ... and exaggerating).
But it shocks me that an exception can't
be made for people who missed their
name by a couple of letters or go by a middle name, either.
What would happen if my coach signed
the roster as "Jim Birch" instead of
"Burchr' Would one single letter actually
force me to watch a game from the sidelines?
I think that it would, and I think there is
something wrong with that. This league is
for fun. It's not like Olympians giving up
gold medals because they took cough
medicine before a race.
"Something for everyone?" I think Campus Recreation needs to glimpse over its
mission statement one more time.
Jim Burch is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News. He can be reached at
james.burch@murraystate.edu.
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STUDY ABROAD

Students gain teaching experience in Belize
yourself," Higginson said. "I really think it is life
changing to teach in another culture."
Staff writer
Higginson said she had been thinking nbout
this program for 15 years, but the real planning
began about a year ago.
T welve Murray State students, stationed in
After this trip she plans to have another group
Belize, are experiencing a little culture shock as
of six return to Belize in the fall.
part of Murray State's first teaching abroad proHigginson hopes to continue this program and
gram in Belize.
eventually expand to other countries.
The group of students arc teaching several difArnie Naas, a student in the program and
ferent subjects, such as integrated sciences, special education and family and consumer sciences
senior from Eldorado, Ill., is teaching a fourth
grade class at Mary Hill Catholic School. She
to a variety of age groups ranging from early
childhood to high school.
said the lack of resources has made it very diffiWhile these students may be teaching familiar • cult, but not impossible.
subjects, their teaching environment is very dif- ·
"It's hdped me understand the importance of
being fle.xible," Naas said. "Adjusting to extreme
ferent.
situations is a must. It's helped me realize that it
Many are teaching in non air-conditioned
is possible to teach effective lessons even with
rooms with little, if any, technological resources.
very limited resources."
Because of a lack of resources Bonnie Higginson,
professor of early childhood development, said
Naas said the unique part of this experience is
incorporating religion into school.
the student teachers have to be creative when
"Mary Hill is a Catholic school so students
working in the classroom.
"When you're placed in a situation that is out
pray and sing worship songs throughout the
day," Naas said. "I enjoy hearing their sweet
of your comfort zone. you learn so much about

April Whitten

Amanda Crider
Staff writer

voices sing praise. We have some really special
singers."
But Nathan Conner, graduate student from
Carbondale, IlL, said his most unique experience
was culinary.
"I ate cow foot soup on the first day of the
trip," Conner said.
Conner is teaching a freshman integrated sci·
encc course.
He said the difference between teaching in
America and teaching in Helize is the student's
desire to learn.
"Most of the students here look forward to
coming to school," Conner said. "They want to
learn and arc willing to research the topic before
you begin it in class."
Conner said this experience has truly prepared him for his future career.
"It has allowed me to experience many different cultures which wiiJ help me tu build positive
relationships with n diverse group of students,"
Conner said.
A p ril Whitten can be reached at april.whitten
@murraystate.edu.

During its last meeting of the semester,
the Faculty Senate wrapped up old business discussing everything from Clark College to the newly-revised Faculty Handbook.
Hart College Head Ann Landini
announced that despite the $500 surcharge.
more students applied to live in the new
Clark than it can possibly hold. She also
disclosed possible plans for the old Clark
College.
"For next year, Clark will be an overflow
building for excess students," L.'mdini said.
"Then at some p()int, there has been men·
lion of putting some offices in there, liko
the Housing Offices. Eventually, it's supposed to come down."
Another item of business was the newly
revised Faculty Handbook, which was
approved unanimously and will have to he
approved by the Board of Regents, Provost
Gary Brockway and President Randy Dunn.
For more on the Faculty Senate meeting,
check out thenews.org.
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TRASH TO T.REASURE

•

Fundra1ser benefitS food bank
Ashley Benson
Contributing writer
The Murray State Rotaract Club
is giving back to the community by
sponsoring the second-annual
Trash to Treasure fundraiscr
beginning Monday.
All proceeds from the event will
be donated to the Ncedlinc food
bank and items that do not sell will
be donated to Angel's Attic.
The Rotaract Club is collecting
all unwanted but usable furniture
and appliances from students
moving out this spring and selling
the pre-owned items during finals
week at the old Boy Scout Museum.
There will be drop-off locations
in every residential college during
fmals week.
The Rotaract Club started the
Trash to Treasure project last year
with help from the Housing Office,
grounds maintenance, public safety and volunteers.
Mitchum Owen, Murray State

alumnus from Paris. Tenn., said
the idea came to mind when he
was searching for his own recycled items.
"The idea came about because I
was amazed at all the usable things
that students were throwing away
at the end of the semester - carpets, futons, cinder blocks, you
name it," Owen said via email.
"Some of these items were in very
good shape, while others just
needed a little Tl.C. The first couple semesters after 1 realized that
good things were being thrown
away, I did a little Dumpster diving- I ended up with two nice area
rugs and a desk chair. Luckily so
much stuff was being thrown away
that I never had to actually 'dive'
· into the Dumpster."
Although the project was
designed with students in mind,
Owen said the event is intended to
serve everyone.
"First, Trash to Treasure keeps
good things from going to the
landfill, and it reduces the work
for the grounds crew," Owen said.

"Second, it allows 5tudents and
people in the Murray community
to buy furniture and more for very
cheap. And finally, because we
decided to give all the proceeds to
Needline this whole effort helped
give back to the Murray community, which has always provided so
much to Murray State students."
After last year's success, Erin
Black, senior from Radcliff, Ky.,
and one of the founders of T rash
to Treasure, said she is excited
about the event's second year.
"Last year was our first-ever
T rash to Treasure and it was a
great success, generating over
$1,600 for Necdlinc and donating a
truckload of items to Angel's
Attic," Black said.
All students are encouraged to
volunteer with the transporting,
cleaning, sorting and pricing of
items, which will be sold at a yard
sale Thursday and Friday at both
Woods Hall and at the old Boy
Scout Museum.
Ashley Henson can be reached at
ashley.henson@murraystate.edu.
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Outstanding college named
identWlcoll•s••Y"•m.whichw•"dopt·
Whitney Harrod
Contributing writer
They did it again.
For the scve.nth time in eight years,
White College took home the Residential
College of the Year Award at the Residential College Awards Banquet Sunday
in the Curris Center.
To be considered for the Residential
College of the Year Award, each college
submitted a wr itten bid and video
addressing its accomplishments. White
College submitted a 20-page bid. They
credited their achievements to team
work and dedication.
Along with the ResidentiaJ College of
the Year Award, a variety of awards were
presented to students and faculty recognizing their accomplishments within the
residential college system during the past
year.
"The purpose of the banquet was to
recognize leadership within residential
colleges looking at the residential council, advisers and student heads," Vice
President for Student Affairs Don
Robertson said.
The theme of this year's banquet celebrated the JO-ycar anniversary of the res-

ed under the direction of Robertson and
former University President Kern
Alexander in 1996.
The banquet became a tradition soon
after the system was implemented.
White College's Lacy Check, graduate
student from Daviess County, Ky..
received Residential College Director of
the Year, This is her second year as
White College RD.
White College Head Bonnie Higginson,
along with other college heads, wanted to
incorporate different aspects of residential college life into the banquet by
adding new awards. An aspect unique to
this year's banquet included the Ken
Bowman Residential College Outstanding Freshman Award, created to honor
the former head of Springer-Franklin
College.
Higginson, who was n:1mcd College
Head of the Year, attributes White's success to strong leadership in the Residential College Council and from the RD.
"White has a tradition of being very
involved in having a lot of programs
throughout the year," Higginson said.
"We have a very cohesive organization."
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.ha"od@murraystate.edu.
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Weeknights 7 to 9 pm
\::,;;/:1/e:~fe
(worldcafe.org)

The World Ca.fe, with host David Dye, serves u p an eclectic
mix of blues, rock, world, folk, and alternative country with
live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Soul Flight
Fridays 11 pm to Midnight
A lively, insigh tful m ix of music, news, views and
interviews reflecting the local and n ational
African A m e rican community.

ID ~~rs; 'Y'i·~- Q~l
Beyond the Edge
Saturday Ntghts from 11 pm to 1 am
From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock, BTE
covers a fuH range of the finest alternative music.

The Indie Connection
Sundays at 1 am after
Beyond the Edge
MSU's Joh n Gibson showcases both bands far & wide,
along with "local bands" from the Four Rivers Region.

Sounds Acoustic
Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva & Murray High's Austin Carter
present a n1usical collage of "unplugged " performances
by diverse artists incluaing Ray Charles, john Lennon,
Pink Floyd & Bob Dylan.
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Year not over
:for baseball,
tennis squads Former cheerleader becomes Oakland ·Raiderette

Racer to Rai-d er

For the sports fan, it's kind of like being
invited to a huge banquet dinner and
being told you have to leave before
dessert.
It's like working a ...--------.
jigsaw puzzle only to
'find the last three
pieces are missing
'f rom the box.
While most Murray
State students will be
hitting the road to
summer destinations
sometime around the
middle of next week,
.there are still big
~games and dramatic
moments ahead for
"two Racer athletic
Tommy

.tMmS.

Dillard

Tommy DUiard
Sports Editor

There are those people to whom
life comes easy. They rarely face
obstacles and hardly have to break
a sweat to get what they want.
Then, the~e are people like Meena
Shams. .
Shams, a 1997 graduate of Murray
State, may be Jiving her dream now
as an Oakland Raiderette, but
Shams' course in achieving her
ambition bas been anything but
obstacle-free.
As a chil~ Shams, a native of
Bardstown, Ky., attended high
school football games with her
father. But while most spectators
were focused on the action on the
gridiron, Shams' attention was
firmly focused elsewhere.
"(Cbeerleading) bas always been
a dream since I was a little girl,"
Shams said. "One of (my dad's)
good friends was the cheerleading
coach. so I'd sit with her at the
games and watch the girls. J looked
up to those girls - they were the
smartest and prettiest girls in
school. and when I decided to quit
gymnastics, I knew l wanted to be a
cheerleader."
Shams tried out for her high
school cbeerleading squad as a
sophomore, but didn't make the
cut.
Instead of giving up, she tried
again as a junior and this time
earned the right to take her place
on the sideline on Friday nights as a
member of the group of girls she
idolized as a child.
As college approached and
Shams decided to follow in her
father and brother's footsteps and
attend Murray State, she wanted to
continue to cheer at a collegiate
level.
She tried out to be a Racer cheerleader as a freshman and made the
squad as- an alternate. Then, in the
spring semester of her freshman
year, Shams joined the varsity
squad.
In 1995, Slwus and her fellow
Racers qualified for Nationals for
the first time in Murray State histo·
ry. With a trip to Tallahassee, Fla.,
to cheer on the men's basketball
team in the NCAA Tournament
also scheduled, the spring of '9S
was shaping up to be a season to
remember for the cheerleaders,
that is until the fateful night on
Interstate 24.
The squad was returning from
the Nashville airport after the basketball game when their van had a
blowout and flipped, killing one of

• You see, most
Sports Editor
years, this hasn't
really been an issue. All spring sports are
usually wrapped up by the time finals
week rolls around except for baseball,
and in recent years, the 'Breds have firmly taken root in the Ohio Valley Conference cellar by early May.
. But this year the 'Breds, led by an April
offensive explosion, are in position to
compete for an OVC title and currently
sit in fourth place in the conference.
Crucial OVC series take place each
weekend up until the conference tournament starts May 23. Baseball fans spend·
ing the early summer in the area will have
multiple opportunities to catch the
'Breds, and not just in Murray.
· Murray State will host Kentucky May 15
jn Paducah in a game that will be held at
Brooks Stadium. The 'Breds will be seeking to avenge an early season 8-5 loss to
the Cats in Lexington.
Jf you're within 100 miles of Paducah
on May 15, you need to be in Brooks Stadium, fully decked out in blue and gold.
this may be considered a home match for
the 'Breds, but we're fooling ourselves if
we think Brooks won't be overrun by fans
of that other school.
l>aducah will also host the OVC Tournament, so plan on spending a few days in
the Quilt City. This can be a distinct
home field advantage for the 'Breds.
If Murray State can somehow win an
OVC title on the diamond this season, it
would complete what would surely be
one of the greatest season-to-season turn· arounds in the history of sport.
And baseball isn't the only sport to
keep students checking up on happenings
in Murray in the frrst few weeks of summer. After going ll-1 in conference play
and winning an OVC title. the women's
tennis team will face Vanderbilt in the
first round of the NCAA Tournament
May 11.
For those keeping count, that's the Friday of next week - finals week. What better way to celebrate the end of finals than
day trip to Nashville to support the Racers in collegiate tennis' big dance and 1
maybe catch a little live music after the
match.
• The Racers could make history in this
Sarah Tlnsley
match if they get just one singles victory
Staff writer
over a Commodore. In three NCAA Tour·
The track team came out
nament appearances, the Racers have
strong, beating fellow Ohio Valbeen shut out each time. But this year, the
ley Conference member Austin
Racers face the 16-seed, the lowest seed
Peay last weekend at the Battle of
ever faced in the first round by an OVC
the Lakes Invitational in
squad.
Clarksville, TeDIL
Murray State has known no greater stuThe score was close throughdent-athlete representatives than Anna
out the event, but Murray State
~k. Rachael Lask and Casady Pruitt.
prevailed with a total of 47 points,
Unless they can pull off an upset, May ll
leaving Austin Peay with 43
wilJ be your last chance to watch these
points.
young women in a Racer uniform.
"All things considered, yes, I'm
As the 200~07 school year draws to an
fine with our score," Head Coach
end, Racer fans can feel free to look ahead
Oereck Chavis said. "There were
to next season with unguarded optimism.
limited events going into this and
After football and men's basketball seafor us to go in there and win was
sons that were characterized by youth,
good for the team and helps boost
• inexPerience and inconsistency, not to
the team morale."
. mention new coaches in both sports, the
Josba Rogers, who Chavis says
Racers will take the field - and court bas been a solid player all year,
next season a year wiser and a year betplaced frrst out of six competitors
ter.
in the high jump with a leap of 5
New women's basketball head coach
feet, 6 inches.
Jody Adams seems to be someone who
Five Racers competed in the
can carry on the unprecedented success
high jump event and sophomore
enjoyed by the Racers this season.
Maggie McKay and freshmen
Things are looking up for Racer sports,
Lindsay Rich and Chelsea Hosey
! and the remainder of this season. as well
all tied for second place with
: as next, should be an exciting ride.
jumps of 5-2.
Freshman Rachel Haley also
competed and jumped a 4-8.
The only Murray State team
member to compete in the long
jump was freshman Kassandra
: Tommy Dillard is the sports editor at The
Sutzer who placed first in the
: Murray State News. E-mail comments to
event with a leap of 5.02 meters.
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.

.a

Shams' fellow squad members.
Needless . to say, the Racers did
not compete at Nationals in 1995
and it wasn't until the next year
that Shams became a part of the
frrst Racer squad to ever compete
on a national stage.
"We bad been trying every year,
getting closer and closer and the
previous year we had qualified and
weren't able to go because of the
accident," Shams said.
"Finally getting the chance to go.
it just kind of symbolized us overcoming that obstacle as well, not
just finally making the nationals,
but also overcoming the emotional
and physical trauma of being in that
accident."
After graduating with a bachelor
of science degree in exercise science, Shams moved to California to
focus on her career as a personal
trainer and decided not to pursue
cheerleading professionally.
..I put cheerleading on the back
burner," Shams said. "I think that
was a good choice, but I realized
later that I missed that and I felt
like there was something missing. I
met my husband here and I wanted
him to see that side of me. He
respected what I did (in college and
high school), but he didn't really
know what it was about."
So Shams decided to give professional cbeerleading a shot. She
worked one season with the San
Jose Stealth of the National
Lacrosse League and then decided
to shoot for the stars, trying out
with the Oakland Raiders.
She joined more than SOO other
women in trying out to be a representative of one of the most wellrecognized pro sports franchises in
America - and didn't make it.
Instead of giving up. she decided
to try a second time. But again,
Shams wasn't accepted as a
Raiderette.
Never one to quit, Shams went
back for a third try in the spring of
2006. And this time, she made it.
"On that third audition, I was
thinking 'What if this never happens?' and I just couldn't imagine it
not happening," she said. " ... I guess
that's the story of my life; keep trying and trying and you'll eventually
get there."
Shams cheered on the sidelines
of McAfee Coliseum as a
Raiderette last football season and
after recently trying out and making the squad for a second season,
Shams is ready for fall and the
chance to cheer again.
"Trying out for my second year
was even more nervewracking than

photo~

wurtesy oi The Shield

Shams (front). dances In the Miss MSU paQeant as a junior In 1995.

Shams (second row. far rloht) poses with the cheerleaders In 1996.
last year as a rookie," she said. "You
have relationships with peopl~~ and
you don't want to give that up.
There's no special consideration
really giVl'n to the veterans. Every
year there's people that don't make
it back. You're really just holding
on to what you love."
Cheering on the sidelines isn't
all the Raiderettcs do. Shams
attends several charitable and

fundraising events, as well as corporate sponsor events each year.
Raidercttes are also expected to be
positive role models to the community, as well as skilled performers.
And anyone looking for a role
model of perseverance, patience
and overcoming obstacles need
look no farther than Shams.
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
thomas.dillard@ murraystate.edu.

Racers sink Peay at Battle of the Lakes TOURNAMENT

!
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Sophomore Alicia Tempel prepares for a pole vault at an Indoor meet
Junior Sbameka Dial and freshmen Pam Bell and Felicia Hargis
participated in the shot put where
0ial led with a first place finish
throwing 12.27 meters, BeU threw
for 12.21 meters and Hargis bad an
llJ3 meter toss.
Competing in the javelin throw
was junior Laura Schroeder with
a throwing distance of 32.72
meters, Hargis with 29.50 meters,
and Haley with 22.15 meters.
Cbavis said throws might be his
team's best event.
wi think we're probably deepest
in throws," he said. "We've got
the shot put with Pam Bell and
Shameka Dial and Dominique
Robinson. They've been good for
us all season."
Throwing is not the only event

where Racers excel. Freshman
Meagan Richeson was the only
Racer to compete in the 400meter hurdle, winning the e\'ent
with a time of 1 minute 8.9 seconds. Sophomore Olivia Joseph
finished first in the 100-mctcr
dash, posting a time of 12.9 seconds.
The team will travel to
Charleston. Ill., today to compete
in the OVC Outdoor Championships.
The coaching staff said the
Austin Peay match was a warmup for the championship.
"We really worked a lot on
fine-tuning during the match,"
Assistant Coach Greg Storm said.
Sarah Tinsley can be reached at
sarah.tinsley@murraystate.edu.
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really hard this week, I think we can com·
pete well and maybe even have an upset."
The winner of the match will face
either TennL'Ssee or Tulsa in the second
round.
If the Racers manage to win just one
singles match against the Commodores,
they will be making history. In Murray
State's three previous tournament
appearances, the Racers have been shut
out 4-0 and S-O to Vanderbilt in 2001 and
2002 and 4·0 to Tennessee in 2003.
Keasling said it is her team's attitude
and resiliency that gives her hope in an
upset of the Commodores.
"This team, this year, when it came
down to us playing that Samford <OVC
Championship) match, all of those players were not coming off that court until
they won," Keasling said. ult was heart.
They wanted to win that so bad. You .
have eight people out there on that court
fighting and wanting to win as bad as they
did. I hope we can take that same feeling
of fight and heart into the NCAA Tourna·
ment."
Murray State comes into the tournament riding a l3·match win streak. After
losing their first conference match of the
season to Samford, the Racers went U-0
in OVC matches the remainder of the sea·
son.
The match will take place at I p.m. next
Friday at the Brownlee 0. Currey Jr. Tennis Center on Vanderbilt's campus.
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
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Topwater :
baits useful
'Breds fall to Bruins 8-1, drop 2 out of 3 to Tech all the time

ear

Sarah T insley
Staff Writer
The baseball team suf·
fered a loss this week when
it battled the Belmont Bruins
Wednesday.
The 'Breds lost by a score
of 8·1, but had some good
areas of play, Head Coach
Rob McDonald said.
Senior Seth Hudson had
his 11th career triple and
moved within one hit of the
Murray State career record.
Murray State hall-of-farner
Jack Perconte holds the
record with 12.
"Seth has done really well
for us this year," McDonald
said. "He continues to get
better. He's batting around
.400 right now, which is
really good. I would say he
is one of the all-time leading
hitters ever from Murray
State. He has one of the
great careers in Murray
State history."
Despite a valiant effort,
Hudson and the ' Brcds
couldn't puJI out a win.
Belmont took the lead
early in the third inning with
a grand slam from Derek
Wiley.
The Bruins put three more
runs on the board in the fifth
to make it 7-0.
The Racers got on the
scoreboard on a triple from
Hudson, who then scored on
a double by senior first baseman James Akin, making the
score 7·1.
The Bruins then contin·
ued the scoring streak in the
seventh, winning with a final
score of 8·1.
McDonald said the team's
hitting had the biggest
impact on the game.
"You just tend to look

April McKccVThe News

Infielder Seth Hudson dives back to first base after athrow fromthe Belmont pitcher. The 'Breds fell to the Bruins. 8·1.
lethargic when you're not
getting hits and running
hascs," McDonald said. "And
we just didn't do that."
'l'he pitching game was
started by freshman Jake
Donze. McDonald said
Donze pitched competitive·
ly, allowing seven runs on
eight hits. Donze struck out
three and walked none.
Lucas Allen came in during the fifth inning and f?VC
up no runs. Drew Leeper
came in during the seventh

and gave up one run, and Jon
Newton came aboard in the
eighth striking out two and
allowing one hit.
"Our pitching was OK,"
McDonald said. "But I don't
think it was as much of a
story as our hitting. We just
didn't swing the bats."
Pitcher Mike Perconte
didn't pitch during this
game, but did pitch in last
weekend's series against
Tennessee Tech.
Percontc was on the

mound for the 'Breds during
Murray State's first shutout
of the season. Perconte
hurled a terrific game and
was voted the Ohio Valley
Conference Pitcher of the
Week April29. Perconte led
the 'Breds to their first
shutout of the season with
an 11-0 score.
'The team will return to
conference play this weekend taking on TennesseeMartin for a three-game
weekend.

"This is a big weekend,"
McDonald said. "The games
get more important as time
goes on. But I feel like this is
a chance for us to make a
good upward movement in
the standings."
The first game in the
series begins at I p.m. Saturday with a double-header
and continues at 1 p.m. Sunday.
Sarah Tinsley can be
reached at sarah.tinsley@
murraystate.edu.

A bass shattering the silence of a calm
morning as it swallows your lure is one'of
the most exciting elements of bass fish·
ing.
Most anglers would agree that topwa·
ter lures are the most exhilarating method
of bass fishing. But
some won't start
using topwater baits
until the peak of
summer. This is a
big mistake because
topwater tactics at
the beginning of
May and through
early June can be
effective all day
long, and not just the
early morning or
late evening hours of
summer days.
Steve .
Most bass have
Miller
forgotten what topOutdoor columnist
water baits look like
in the past months of winter and early
spring. Also, bass will not exert much
energy chasing prey after the strenuous
spawn. They are looking for a big meal
that will provide nutrition value without a
'
lot of work.
The action of a topwatcr mimic!! a
wounded baitfish, frog, or even a bird 'ttiat
will be filling and easy to catch. Imagine
that you just woke up from a nap on' the
couch and were hungry. Would you keep
making trips to the pantry for just one
chip at a time, or would you take tlie
whole bag with you? You probably
wouldn't move for one chip, but would
think the whole bag is worth getting tip
for. Remind yourself of this as you select
what topwater lure to throw.
·
Size, color, and type of topwater need
to be dictated by the time of day, water
conditions and type of cover.
In the early morning and late evenings
the bass are more likely to be cruising
open water looking for schools of bait.
A cigar bait such as a zara spook can be
worked quickly on the surface. A back
and forth "walk the dog" is the most com·
mon presentation for these baits.
A buzzbait can also be retrieved fast to
cover areas quickly. Low light conditions
will call for dark Ol.' bright colors, Blafk,
dark green, blue, white and chartreuse
will allow the flsh to target your bait e:ts·
ier and will result in less missed strikes.
Many flshermcn put the top water baits
away during the afternoon. While they
may be appropriate in July or August. ir i's
not necessary during May and June. You
just need to focus on areas that provide
shade from the sun. Boat docks, vegeta·
tion and trees are definitely mid-day bas's
hangouts.
·: '
A bait such as a plastic frog, Pop-R. ·or
chug bug can be slowly twitch passed
these ambush areas to provoke viscous
strikes. Get the lure as close to the shad·
ed areas as possible. After you cast, watt
for the ripples to disappear and then give
the bait a few twitches before letting it
rest a few seconds. Repeat this cadence
until you are ready to make your next
cast
·
Nothing quite gets your blood pumping
in the wee hours of the morning like· a
bass exploding on a topwater bait. The
mistake anglers make is putting thdn
away after the sun gets high, or using
them only when the dog days of summer
have arrived. Tailor your tactics through·
out the day, and you can have great action
on topwater all day long. After all it is the
most thrilling form of bass hunting.

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist, at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to steven;miller@murraystate.edu.
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It's not unusual to see people breaking a sweat on the treadmills In the wellness center or
while jogging the 2.2-mile loop around campus, but recently some have been running toward a
more specific goal - completing marathons.
After several months of preparation, many Murray State students were geared to participate
in the Country Music Marathon and Half Marathon in Nashville, Tenn., and the Kentucky
Derby Festival Meijer Marathon and mini-marathon in Louisville, Saturday.
Senior LceAnna Green from Mayfield, Ky., joined a group of friends from Nashville to run
, the Country Music Half Marathon, a fundraiser for the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society.
Green also motivated several of her Alpha Gamma Delta sorority sisters to participate in the
·
event.
Green said running a marathon has always been a personal life goal and she saw it as a way
to workout and bond with her sisters.
'"'We knew it would be easier as a group,'' Green said. "We've had the saying '13 Gams, 13
miles.'"
To prepare for the 13.1-mile run, Green said she followed a training plan from Runner·
sworld.com and talked to people who had already competed in marathons. The training plan
spanned 16 weeks, beginning with two miles and increasing each week.
"(The training) was a lot more intense than I thought it would be," Green said.
Green said she also bought new running shoes, and the group she was with made shirts
inspired by the Murray State Women's cross country team that said, "We're not runners, we're
Racers."
Green's goal was to complete the half-marathon in less than two-and-a-half hours without
walking. Her fmal time was two hours, 12 minutes and two seconds.
''It was a great sense of accomplishment.'' Green said. "Once you cross the finish line, it's just
a great feeling. It was a great way to see the city."
Green said the spectators were encouraging and there were several bands playing music
along the way to keep the runners motivated.
Green said she plans to run another marathon in Chicago, and encourages other students to
also run.
"There were young people," Green said. "There were ~J people. -ftere were peopfe of all
sizes.''
Student Admissions Counselor John Oliver also ran at the Country Music Festival, complet~i.l!& the full marathon distance of 26.2 miles. He said be started participating in marathons and
~ons during the summer of 2005.
Oliver said his interest in fitness sparked soon after the wellness center opened, . He was
overweight and wanted to get in shape. A friend suggested he participate in a triathlon to raise
nio.ney for a cancer patient. He began losing weight and continued training for other triathlons
and marathons because he enjoyed the activity.
"When I first started, I couldn't even run a mile," Oliver said.
A lot has changed since then. Oliver has completed five triathlons and will participate in his
sixth May 21. He has run two half-marathons and two full marathons since the 2005 summer.
Oliver said he stays focused by setting a goal for himself before each event.
"You always try to be better," Oliver said. "When you cross the finish line it's a great sense of
accomplishment. You feel great and you meet some great people."
Oliver said he also enjoys the marathons because it motivates him to work out and eat right.
Like Green. he uses training plans from Runnersworld.com.
"It becomes a way of life," Oliver said. "Anyone can do it and the reward when you cross the
fmish line at the end, it's amazing. I compare it to graduating college.''
.
Oliver completed the Country Music Marathon in 3: 28:39, placing No. 253 out of 4,781 competitors.
Another Murray State marathon participant was sophomore Hallie Rhodes, from
Hardinsburg, Ky. Rhodes participated in the Kentucky Derby Festival mini-marathon, which
raises money for several local and national charities including the American Heart Associatioq.
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, Dream Factory of Louisville, and several others.
Rhodes said she and a friend from the University of Kentucky decided to run because they
wanted to participate in a philanthropic event.
"You're a small person and you can do a big thing," Rhodes said .
After running the 2.2 mile loop and consistently working out in the wellness center for the
past few months, Rhodes completed the course in 1:47:00, placing her 30th out of 471 people in
the women ages 20·24 division.
.~
"It was so amazing," Rhodes said. "Everyone was so positive and was ~Jig you on the
~
whole time.''
Rhodes said she did ger11reCI after a five-mile series of hills but was motivated to keep goins
when she saw a runner in rront of her with a shirt that said, "Pain is for a second, pride is
forever."
"I just kept saying that over and over in my head," Rhodes said.
Rhodes said she was ama~d to see all the support from spectators who SJt along the track,
offering fruit and water to the runners.
''It was very personal." Rhodes said. ''We all had this one goal. It didn't matter who won."
Ashley Edwards can be recu::hed at ashley.edwards @murraystate.edu.
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This Week
•Friday
Dance
7:30 p.m., Robert
E Johnson Theatre, adults $10,
faculty and AARP
$8, students free
with Racercard

•Saturday
Kelso's mule
sale
10 a.m., Expo
Center, free
admission

Worbbop
1 p.m., keyboard
workshop, Performing Arts
Hall, free admission.

Dance
7:30 p.m., Robert
E. Johnson Theatre adults $10,
faculty and
AARP $8, students free with
Racercard

•Sunday

.

Reeltal
2 p.m., string
preparatory program, Performing Arts Hall,
free admission
Daace
2:30 p.m., Robert
E. Johnson Theatre adults $10,
faculty and
AARP $8, students free with
Racercard

•Wednesday
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Summer brings back Murray'ssmall-town feel
Becky Puldevlch
College Life Editor

After final exams, students living in
Murray can soak up summer time without the hustle and bustle of the schoolyear days.
According to the 2000 U.S. Census,
Murray's population is 14,950. The 200506 Murray State Factbook noted that
more than 10,000 students attend
Murray State, substantically boosting the
population during the academic year.
Chase Duncan, junior from Murray,
and 21-year resident, said the atmosphere
of Murray changes drastically when
school lets out for the summer.
Duncan, a Pizza Pro employee, said he
notices a decline in sales during the
summer.
"There's definitely a drop off anytime
school's not here,'" Duncan said. "College
kids always eat pizza."
He said some restaurants alter their
hours when school dismisses, putting a
damper on the nightlife.
"Anytime you go out everyone has to
go to the same restaurant," Duncan said.
"You have to make sure everyone's going
to the same place because everything is
just so dead."
He said the absence of students during
the summer makes him appreciate what
the student body brings to the community.
"It's a good atmosphere (when school
is in session)," Duncan said. "(Having
kids coming back for school) gives us
something to look forward to."
Sophomore Breanne Sykes, a 2Q-year
resident of Murray, said she never
noticed bow much the University community affects the town's atmosphere
until she received her driver's license.
The traffic, she said, significantly
increases during the school year.
Although she said businesses
appreciate the increased revenues when
students are in town, she said during the
summer Murray enjoys more of a smalltown feel.
"It's a lot slower-paced," Sykes said.

Paul Holladay/ The Nffi'S

To the dtlf9ht of some MliTay residents, traffic drastically decreases durlno the summer months when school is out of season.
"It's a lot more family-oriented in the
summer."
Manager of Nick's Family Sports Pub,
Jamie Wireman, said generally its customer base is equally split between local
families and college students.
Despite the absence of Murray State
students during the summer months,
Wireman said business doesn't necessarily decline.
Because children are out of school.
many families fill the booths left empty
by the college students, allowing Nick's
to maintain about the same number of
staff, Wireman said.
"We are doing some hiring now to fill
some of the spots (of employees who go
home for the summer)," Wireman said.
"But a lot of the people decide to stay in
town."
She said that Nick's, which is in its
third year of business in Murray, appeals
to college students because the pool
tables and jukebox make it a fun place to
hang out.
Because of the college crowd, Nick's

employees take particular precautions
when students return for the fall term.
"We deflnitely bump up our action in
regard to carding (to check for underage
drinkers) because a lot of students will be
new and think they can get away with
that," Wireman said. "All of our employees go through training anyway but we
remind them it will be a bigger problem."
The staff increases slightly when the
larger student crowds flow into town in
late August and are eager to see what
Murray has to offer.
Wal-Mart manager, Jerry Cooper, said
summer tourism helps keep sales steady
during the summer.
"Tourism at the (Land Between the
Lakes) picks up the slack from the college
students leaving," Cooper said.
He said the students cause an economic boom for Murray and are an asset.
"We get a bump in sales when all the
students start. coming back (in the fall)
with microwaves for dorm rooms and
refrigerators that they don't usually purchase outside of Murray due to the fact of

Meetlas
1:30 p.m., Staff
Congress, Curris
Center.

The Quad Squad
has come to an
end ...

The News is in
need of a new
comic strip
artist.

packing," Cooper said.
He said to prepare for students' return
in the fall, the store consults the previous
year's merchandise record.
Using technology, Wal-Mart can pinpoint the merchandise needed for a
particular time period and stock
accordingly.
Freshman Megan Colson, born and
raised in Murray, said the town possesses
a more leisurely ambiance during the
summer.
"Everything slows down," Colson said.
"As far as traffic and busy restaurants and
shopping, it slows down. Murray
becomes a quiet town. When college is in
(session) it's hectic and crazy busy all the
time."
As summer draws near, Colson
anticipates the calm mindset of the
months ahead but knows she will look
forward to students' return in August,
adding some life, and yes, traffic, back to
Murray.
Becky Paskievich can be reached at
rebecca.paskievich@murraystate.edu

If you're interested call
The News at
809-4468
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would like to congratulate our 5 new members
Ashley Boyd
Michelle Farthing
Amanda Attman
Jessica Richards
Alissa Zimmerman

2007-2008 Officers
President - Tiffany Fay
Vice President - Amanda Coop
Treasurer - Nikki Roedigger
Secretary - Maggie Shupe
Recruitment Director - Megan Hudelson
Education Director - Meg Black

Honors
Carlee Peterworth - ~KT Sweetheart
Amanda Coop - Jane Hall Scholarship Award
Ceceila Gerard -All Campus Achievement
Award & Volunteer of the
Year Award

2007-2008 Chairman
Panhellenic - Hillary Harris
Ritual- Taylor (chair), Carlee & Ashley Fanner
Community Service - Tessa Cook & Amanda Metzler
Alumnae Relations - Ashley Hartmann & Angela Arnold
Triangle - Jessica Renfroe
Efficiency - Chelses Riggens
Risk Management -Amber Ray
Awards -Amber Ray & Jessica Renfroe
Historian- Julie Eschbach
Public Relations - Tiffany Melton & Ashley Boyd
Social - Hillary Harris & Alissa Zimmerman
Special Events - Tiffany Melton & Chelsie Petrowske
Intramurals- Carlee Petexworth & Jodi Rickert
lTitimate Frisbee - Ashley Wild & Angela David
Dance Marathon - Allison Powers
Programming- Kelsey Jones & Liz Oldenburg
Campus Involvement - Maggie Mastrolia
Innerhouse - Taylor Buckingham
Fundraising - Sara Burdoine
Philanthropy - Sara Burdoine & Liz Oldenburg
Spirit - Ashley Wild
Intercom - Webmaster - Chelsea Riggins
Parents Association - Jamie Stewart & Jodi Rickert
Senior Programming -Paige Hodum & Chelsie Petrowske
T-Shirt- Katy Weber & Kelsey Jones

Honor Council
Kellen Allen
Whitney Hunt
Taylor Buckingham
Jamie Stewart
Amber Fay

Lavaliers
Kelsey Jones
Lauren Harms
Erin Lincoln

Engagements
Sarah Neal
Marley Hardin
Emily Scott

Congratulations to all our Graduating Seniors!
--
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Summer blockbusters sure to be hot hits
Pfepare to spend the break with Spidey, Shreck, Pirates and Transformers
Staff writer Phillip Dishon writes the movie
reviews.
Summer represents the season of the block-

b~ter. Studios and filmmakers spend millions

of dollars with hopes of claiming the number
one seat at the box office.
Like many past summers. 2007 looks like a
war of the Hollywood franchises. Still, this
reviewer couldn't be happier for Hollywood's
fervor this season.
The following list represents the summer
ftlms worth seeing, if only because of the hype.
Spider-MaD 3
Director: Sam MThe Evil Dead" Raimi
Starring: Tobey Maguire, Kirsten Dunst, James
Franco, Thomas Haden Church and Topher
Grace.
The saga of Hollywood's most successful
comic book hero continues as Peter Parker
(Maguire) prepares to ask for Mary Jane's
(Dunst) hand in marriage.
But, a vengeful Harry Osborn (Franco), the
wrath of the Sandman (Church), and the
revenge-seeking Eddie Brock (Grace) threaten
the couple's future.
Let's not forget Spider-man's new black
costume carries a dark and brooding power
beyond the web-slinger's control.
Unlike so many other failed third acts in
comic book films. "Spider-Man 3" has potential
because of the strong foundations from the first
two films. the returning cast and the contipued
direction of Sam Raimi.
The film opens today, and you can expect
this reviewer to be waiting in line with anticipation.

photo courte!oy d Allmoviephoto.com

The much-loved 90re Shrek. voiced by Mike Myers. Is back this summer with other favorite characters In the animated comedy, ·shrek the Third.'"
be box-office king.

Shrek the Third

Director: Chris Miller and Raman Hui
Starring: Mike Myers, Cameron Diaz, Eddie
Murphy, Antonio Banderas and Justin
Timberlake.
The third installment finds the green ogre
Shrek (Myers) in line to inherit the throne of
Far, Far Away. Yet, Shrek wants nothing to do
with the business of royalty.
Instead, Shrek leaves fmding a new monarch
up to Donkey (Murphy) and Puss in Boots
(Banderas). The result is trouble for Far, Far
Away. Lastly, could Princess Fiona (Diaz) be
pregnant?
"Shrek" easily claims the title as most
successful animated fllm series in history, and
the third installment should easily deliver the
same universal humor that made the first two
enjoyable.
_._
On May 18, "Shrek the Third" could easily

Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's EDd
Director: Gore Verbinski
Starring: Johnny Depp, Orlando Bloom, Kira
Knightley. Geoffrey Rush and Bill Nighy.
Captain Jack Sparrow (Depp) has just been
devoured by the Kraken, and the crew of the
Black Pearl prepare to journey to the ends of
the earth to retrieve his soul.
Yet the phantasm Davey Jones (Nighy) allies
the Flying Dutchman with the fleets of the East
India Trading Company as a declaration of war
on the_Mtt l~
Sparrow, Will Turner (Bloom), Elizabeth
(Knightley) and Captain Barbossa (Rush) must
unify the pirate factions and save the freedom
of the high seas.
The cloying end of"Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Man's Chest" makes this trilogy

_ __

· ~Albums

• Box Office

L Tbe Best Damn TbiDg

LNext

AVt-il Lavigne

Avril Lavigne
2. Give It To Me
Timbaland Featuring Nelly
Furtado and Justin
Timberlake

3. Tbe Invisible

Various Artists
4. Buclcy Covington
Bucky Covington
S. Waking Up Laughing
Martina McBride

4. Fracture

3. Don't Matter
Akon

5. Vacancy

Transfonnen
Director: Michael Bay
Starring: Shia LaBeouf, Peter Cullen and Hugo
Weaving.
hili WllWiekt t W ) ptiit111181!11'11tst

car, a worn-out 1970's Camaro. This fateful
purchase pulls the teenager into a war between
rival alien robot factions battling for control of
the mysterious Allspark.
Optimus Prime (Cullen) leads the Autobots

• DYDs

• Books ·

L Ntpt at the Museum

nmnersworld.com
This W eb site coincides
with the popular magazine,
l.TheWoocb
World. It is full of
Runners'
Harlan Cohen
3. I Heard That So111 Before information to satisfy any
runner's appetite with links
Mary Higgins Clark
4 .The Good Husband of to training regiments, nutriZebra Drive
tion advice and injury preAlexander McCall Smith
vention. The site provides
S.Nlneteen Minutes
articles to motivate and
Jodi Picoult
educate avid runners and
beginners alike. Nationwide race dates and locaSource: Nytimes.com tions can also be accessed.

J.R.R. Tolkien

2. Deja Va

3. The Q.aeen

5. Smoldn' Aces

4. Glamorous

Fergie Featuring Ludacris
T -Pain Featuring Yung Joe

lARGEST
Mid-South. Men, Women &
dren..~ve up to 90%. All dNn, orpniitod by size, Vintage to current full..
iom.. 1M Answer 321 Main Slrftt Bentoo, kY, 270-527· 1078 Open 6 cbiys
10-5.

...

--- -

New Yorlc Stock Exdlange company
seelcing teachen met stuitents to fill
Yles 8t ~ positions. Part·
time (10-20 his a week) or Full-time
..... - will wort aJ'OU1d IICMdules.
Serious Inquiries only. Ple.ue caD Mr.
Michael Henson at 270-703-2970.

--- - -- -1 Female and 1 Male AkC llegittered
-

Source: Cheri Theatres

peUOOO.jlnvnyepaail.com. Addreta
Betow: 350 North Ortuns Str~t
Lbby, <=!~go, IL 60654 ~-House for Sale 1400 sq ft. 3 bedroom~,
1..5 baths .7 acres. 300 West Grove
~y, kY Cal 753· 379~_
1__
1 bedroom apartment for lease In Unlvenity Heights. All applicances, ciNn,
deposit, no pris, 1 year le ase
$325/month. Call 270.753-4937 from
8 a.: m. ~ p.m. ~y • Friday

To play: Complete the grid so that every
row, column and every 3x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solve.
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1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Main

753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air

AcrOss from Sparks Hall

Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a .m . - noon

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
,

I

-

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments

Church
~r of 15th and

Source: Bestbuy.com

Source: Billboard.com

SUDOKU

EnKiish Bulldog Pupl 8 weeks. Come
with vet recOrd, 1st wt of shots,
W0111'1fd. Pup abo comes with 1OOo/o
health. For more lnfonnation, you can
conuct me vii this nNII below: ErMA:

• Web site

L The ChUdren of Burin

5. Buy You A Drank (Sbawty
Snappln')
Source: Billboard.com

against Megatron (Weaving) and the evil
forces of the Decepticons for control of the
universe.
"Transformers" deserves recognition for the
long history behind the characters and the storyline.
As widely reported in the entertainment
media, drastic changes have been made to the
dogma of the original series, much to this
reviewer's chagrin.
Director Michael Bay, the man behind such
special effects driven fiascos as "Armageddon"
and "Pearl Harbor," could easily transform this
fthft 1nftt ,_ 1~ se\1WIM lt:tlmt fflJp.
We can only hope that a shred of the fun and
personality from the original series survives in
the final cut.
Regardless, July Fourth will belong to
"Transformers."

This Weifin Entertainment

2. Dlstarbla

2. Year Zero
Nine Inch Nails
3. Now 24

conclusion a must-see film when it hits
theaters May 25.
Reports say many of loose ends will be tied
up once the end credits role. Just expect the
same over-the-top antics, riveting action and
top-notch special effects as the other installments.
Also, keep an eye out for Keith Richards.
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